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Appendix A

Experimental setup HIFI-FPC

The experimental setup that was used to test the hybrid control strategy on the HIFI-FPC, is
schematically drawn in Fig. A.1. As the mechanism operates in cryogenic conditions, it is
placed in a cryostat and cooled down to 4K. A theodolite was used to calibrate the HIFI-FPC
sensors. The original hardware for the HIFI-FPC electronics was not available for the experi-
ments. Therefore, we used custom-made electronics and a real-time dSpace DS1104 platform
which is compatible with Matlab (our control software platform). The real setup is shown in
Fig. A.2.

Figure A.1: Schematic drawing of experimental setup for the HIFI-FPC. Tests are performed at
cryogenic temperatures.

Figure A.2: Photo of HIFI-FPC test setup





Appendix B

Experimental setup MCCD

The experimental setup of the MCCD is sketched in Fig. B.1. Tests are performed in a cryostat
at an operating temperature of 77K. The sensor electronics are placed outside the cryostat. The
optical measurement signal is guided to the MCCD hardware by 3 glass fibers. Calibration of
the 2 DoF rotational motion is performed using a theodolite. The Matlab xPC target platform
is used to implement the digital controller (designed in matlab Simulink using a host PC) on a
target machine. The system runs at a sampling rate of 10 kHz.

Figure B.1: Block diagram showing the general building blocks of the experimental setup for the
MCCD. The MCCD is placed in a cryostat and tests are performed at an operating temperature
of 77K.





Appendix C

MCCD lifetime test results

An accelerated lifetime test has been performed by JPE after finalizing all the other scheduled
tests, by revolving the chop throw angle of 9 mrad around the z-axis (circular motion path).
This motion is considered representative because fatigue depends on amplitude and not on fre-
quency, acceleration, or jerk and it tests all hinges with the maximal stress/strain at the maximal
number of cycles unlike a test with actual (random) chop motion. Therefore, the lifetime test
represents the worst case load and accounts for manufacturing tolerances and the base material
orientation (grain structure).

The test has been executed at 80 Hz, the maximal frequency allowed without overheating
the actuators, during the working week while the test ran at 40 Hz during the weekends to
avoid manual liquid nitrogen refills. In total the test ran for over 400 hours, but it has been
stopped several times to repeat the transfer function measurements and change the operating
frequency. These stops are observable in the logged Root-Mean-Square (RMS) chop motion and
position error (setpoint position minus actual position) plotted in Fig. C.1 as spikes. The RMS
position errors are always below 0.2 mrad and the actual chop throw is above the required chop
throw of 8.5 mrad or 6.0 mrad RMS.

Neither the lifetime measurement logs (e.g. chop motion, position error, actuator current
and voltage) nor the transfer function measurements revealed any change in stiffness of the
flexure suspension or other sign of wear even after completing 100 million cycles. Further
testing is recommendable, but the results so far imply that the chopper can meet the lifetime
requirement.

Figure C.1: Lifetime test result showing the RMS chop motion and position error as function of
the cycle number for both θx and θy . This result has been published in [52].





Appendix D

MCCD project summary

The MCC demonstrator project has been initiated to show the feasibility of a high performance
chopping mirror inside a cryogenic instrument at an early stage in the METIS development.

D.1 MCCD project objectives

At the start of the program the project objectives have been formulated as follows (quote from
MCCD project management plan [47]): ”The purpose of the METIS Cold Chopper Demonstrator
(MCCD) is to show the feasibility of the Cold Chopper for the future E-ELT METIS instrument. The
accuracy of the METIS measurements will strongly depend on the performance of the chopper. Within
this project we will design and build a demonstrator for the METIS chopper in order to verify that the
requirements as specified can be met. An important aspect of this program will be the qualification of the
control / actuator / sensors / mechanics for a 2-axis system on some breadboards. The project is successful
by demonstrating the compliance of the performance of a working demonstrator model, inclusive agreed
non conformances. This model will not be used within METIS, it should be reproducible for production
several years later without too many changes. This has implications for the choice of the components.
As the mechanism needs implementation in METIS, compliance to METIS and ESO requirements is
mandatory. This also limits the freedom in selecting the electronics when the components are expected to
be critical for the Chopper performance.”

D.2 MCCD project team

METIS is a collaboration between NOVA, UK-ATC, CEA Saclay, ETH Zürich, KU Leuven, MPIA
and U Vienna. The MCCD project has been funded by a generous ESFRI grant from NWO as
part of the METIS development program. NOVA was responsible for the project management.
The design and realization of the MCC hardware (mechanics and electronics) as well as the
breadboard, qualification and lifetime testing were the responsibility of JPE BV. The NOVA - op-
tical/infrared instrumentation group was responsible for the system engineering of the project.
TNO provided general consultancy. The controller design and the performance test program of
the mechanism was a combined effort of the University of Groningen and SRON.




